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Ever since we started the design and manufacture of
lifejackets 40 years ago safety has been paramount. All our
products are thoroughly tested in house before they are sent
to an accredited laboratory for CE certification. It is not only
the in water properties but all the materials which are also
thoroughly tested.
We are often asked which buoyancy aid or lifejacket is the
safest. Our response is simple, the one that you wear, not the
one that is stowed away in a locker somewhere.
We put a lot of effort into the design, fit and comfort so
that it should be a pleasure to wear a life jacket.
Baltic Safety Products AB is a Swedish company located
in Västergötland. For these 40 years we have adhered to
the philosophy that it is impossible to compromise quality
and functionality. This philosophy has made us the largest
manufacturer in Europe with distributors in over
50 countries.
As market leader, we are driving the development of safer
and more comfortable lifejackets and buoyancy aids for the
future.
In our extensive range you can find products for all kinds
of activities on water, from watersports and dinghy sailing
to paddling and fishing. Of course we also have all-round
buoyancy aids and lifejackets too. Our inflatable lifejackets are
among the most popular on the market thanks to the fact that
they are compact and comfortable. Whatever your plans there
is always a lifejacket for your needs.
It is important to remember that inflatable lifejackets
are technical products that demand regular inspection and
checks. For more information on how to take care of your
inflatable lifejacket please read the manual accompanying the
product or visit our website.
Floatation clothing like gilet-style vests and jackets are
both safe and functional. However if the water is cold it
could be a good idea to wear a floatation suit, approved as a
buoyancy aid and for thermal protection.
The boating season is soon here so get out on the water
and have fun. With a lifejacket from Baltic you have one less
thing to think about, safety. We have thought about that for
you.
When it comes to your personal safety there is no room
for compromise.

www.baltic.se
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INFLATABLE
LIFEJACKETS
Inflatable lifejackets are among the safest product to use
when you are out on the water as long as you maintain and
care for them correctly. Inflatable lifejackets function using a
CO2 cylinder that must be replaced each time the lifejacket
has been inflated. The cylinder has no specific expiry date but
it should be checked regularly ensuring that it has not been
pierced or corroded and is screwed in tightly. The automatic
lifejacket has a sensor (cartridge) once fully immersed it
activates and inflates the lifejacket. The cartridge should
also be checked that it is within the expiry date and screwed
on tightly. The cartridge is simple to remove and replace
but if in doubt one of our retailers will be able to assist you.
All inflatable lifejackets both Manual and Automatic models
have a manual pull cord. For more information on care
and maintenance of your lifejacket please read the manual
accompanying the product.
An inflatable lifejacket must always be the outermost
garment, this is to ensure the lifejacket is not constrained
from inflating and that water can activate the cartridge.
It is important to adjust the waistband so that the
lifejacket fits correctly to the body. A poorly adjusted lifejacket
tends to transfer the weight onto the collar, whereas a welladjusted lifejacket can be worn all day without any discomfort
to the shoulders and neck.
Many of our models are available with or without
integrated safety harness. On board a sailing boat a lifejacket
with integrated safety harness offers the ability to connect
a safety line to the lifejackets, especially beneficial in rough
conditions or when one moving around the deck. For motorboats, speedboats or for sport fishing, we recommend a
model without safety harness as it is lighter and slightly
easier to adjust.
Our most popular model of inflation mechanism is
automatic, it ensures that the vest inflates by itself when
you fall into the water. Manual inflation lifejackets tend to be
used by among others, anglers who stand in flowing water,
regatta sailors and rescue personnel who are swimmers, who
sometimes require entry into the water without buoyancy.
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HOW THEY WORK
The inflatable lifejacket has a CO2 cylinder connected via an inflation valve
fitted to an airtight lung. This valve is either automatic or manually activated.
To inflate the lifejacket manually you must pull the inflation cord located at the
right hand side. The inflation starts immediately.
An automatic inflatable lifejacket is inflated with CO2 gas activated either
manually by pulling the cord or within 3 seconds automatically upon immersion.
All lifejackets are equipped with a mouth inflation/deflation tube. After inflation
to expel the air from the inflatable lung invert the mouth inflation tube cap,

depress the valve and gently squeeze. The gas in the cylinders is carbon dioxide
do not inhale.
N.B! When the lifejacket has been inflated it must be rearmed. Inside your
lifejacket you can find information on which spare parts to use. It is the
same spare parts to all Baltic 150N lifejackets, CO2 cylinder art no 2433
and automatic cartridge art no 2520. Inside the rearming kit you will find
instructions how to rearm your lifejacket.

WHAT LIFEJACKET SHOULD I CHOOSE?
RACING

COMFORT

VERSATILE

Lifejackets in this category are available with
additional equipment such as integrated spray
hoods and lifejacket lights to meet the current
racing requirements. The fit of these lifejacket
is excellent and ensures they are comfortable
over long periods on watch. Lifejackets in
category Racing are not specifically for racing
but also perform superbly for cruising or
offshore sailing.

If you require a lifejacket with greater comfort
and innovative detailing, one should look at
lifejackets in this category. Superb comfort
and fit, soft materials and inspection windows
are standard in our comfort lifejackets. These
lifejackets fit equally well in motorboat or
sailboat, inland or offshore.

Versatile lifejackets are manufactured from
durable materials and all have a fleece collar,
removable cruth strap and the option of quickrelease buckle or integrated safety harness.
You may also select automatic inflation or
manual only inflation system.

WITH OR WITHOUT SAFETY HARNESS
Most of our models are available with and without integrated safety harness. The safety harness is used to attach a safety line to the lifejacket to help
prevent falling overboard.
Onboard a motorboat or for sport fishing, we recommend a model without safety harness, as the lifejacket is lighter and easier to adjust. However
for safety onboard a sailboat especially when moving around on deck in a seaway it would be beneficial to attach a safety line to the lifejacket. All our
lifejackets and safety harnesses are CE marked and approved in accordance with EN / ISO 12402/12401.

GAS CYLINDER

SLA/SL

RETAINER

Models SLA (equipped with sprayhood,
emergency light and mount for AIS) and SL
(equipped with sprayhood and emergency light)
are approved for international yacht sailing in
accordance with World Sailing OSR regulations.

All Baltic lifejackets are fitted with a cylinder
retainer to prevent the cylinder from working loose.

SPARE PARTS & ACCESSORIES
We recommend that you always have at hand spare cylinders and cartridge/capsule (if automatic) for your inflatable lifejackets.
See page 49 for more information.
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INFLATABLE LIFEJACKETS RACING

INFLATABLE LIFEJACKETS RACING

Lifejackets in this category are designed for active sailing and especially to be comfortable to wear for long periods. All lifejackets in
Racing category are available with integrated spray hood and lifejacket light to comply with the current international yacht racing regulations.
LEGEND 305 WITH HARNESS
This lifejacket has twice the buoyancy as our standard inflatable lifejackets. The Legend
305 is suitable for Ocean sailing when using heavyweight waterproofs and clothing,
such as floatation suits. The integrated safety harness has a woven attachment loop
for a lifeline. Carrying capacity 305N. Inspection window showing that the lifejacket is
ready for use. Five year guarantee.
Size: 40-150 kg.

AIS/PLB ACCESS
A seperat cover zip gives easy access
to the AIS/PLB. The inspection window
shows the status of the transmitter.

FITTING
Ergonomic panels front and rear
together with a harness in flexible
material makes the lifejacket
comfortable to wear.

Legend 305 auto harness red
art no 2871
Legend 305 SLA auto harness red
art no 2876
Legend 305 man harness red
art no 2861

Legend 305 auto harness red
art no 2870
Legend 305 SLA auto harness red
art no 2875
Legend 305 man harness red
art no 2860

Only SLA models

LEGEND 220 HAMMAR WITH HARNESS
A newly developed model with extra buoyancy and excellent fit. With an airy mesh
lining next to the body as well as detachable crutch strap. Legend 220 is further
out on the shoulders and beyond the neck than many other models. Buoyancy
220N. The Inspection window is fitted so that you can visually check that the two
indicators of the automatic valve are showing green and that the lifejacket is ready
for use. Five year guarantee.
Size: 40-140 kg.
Legend 220 Hammar auto harness red
art no 2231
Legend 220 Hammar SLA auto harness red
art no 2236

SAFETY HARNESS
Force SLA auto harness black
art no 1735

Twin webbing loops for attaching safety line.
Detachable crutch strap.

Only SLA models

LEGEND 190 WITH HARNESS
A newly developed model with extra buoyancy and excellent fit. With an airy
mesh lining next to the body as well as detachable crutch strap. Legend 190 is
further out on the shoulders and beyond the neck than many other models. The
integrated safety harness has a woven attachment loop to secure the lifeline.
Buoyancy 190N. The Inspection window is fitted so that you can visually check
the two indicators of the automatic valve are showing
green and that the lifejacket is ready for use. Five year
guarantee.

FORCE
Newly developed lifejacket specially designed for challenging yacht racing conditions. Due to the
ergonomic fit this lifejacket is comfortable to wear even during longer periods of time. The SLAmodel is suitable for ocean sailing in accordance with World Sailing OSR regulations. Integrated
safety harness with twin loops for attaching the safety line. The SLA-model has AIS access and an
inspection window for PLB. Detachable crutch strap. Buoyancy 190N. Five year guarantee.
Size: 40-120 kg.

Size: 40-150 kg.

Force auto harness black
art no 1725
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Only SLA models

Legend 190 auto harness black
art no 1970
Legend 190 SLA auto harness black
art no 1975

Legend 190 auto harness red
art no 1971
Legend 190 SLA auto harness red
art nor 1976

Only SLA models
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INFLATABLE LIFEJACKETS RACING

INFLATABLE LIFEJACKETS COMFORT

LEGEND 165 WITH HARNESS
The Legend is our best-selling lifejacket with safety harness. It has an airy mesh lining next to the
body as well as a detachable crutch strap. The Legend 165 is wider at the shoulder straps and
sits further back away from the neck compared to other lifejacket models. The integrated safety
harness has a woven loop to secure the lifeline. Buoyancy 165N. The Inspection window is fitted
so that you can visually check the two indicators of the automatic valve are showing green and
that the lifejacket is ready for use. Five year guarantee.

As the title suggests, these lifejackets are lightweight and extremely comfortable to wear. All comfort models are designed
to fit closely to the body, constructed using soft pliable yet highly durable materials. Control inspection windows to easily check the
status of the inflation mechanism are standard on these lifejackets.
LEGEND 305
This life jacket has twice the buoyancy our standard inflatable lifejackets. This 305 Newton
lifejacket is suitable for use when wearing heavyweight waterproof clothing or floatation
suits. Detachable crutch strap. Buoyancy 305N. The inspection window is fitted so that you
can visually check the two indicators of the automatic valve are showing green and that the
lifejacket is ready for use. Five year guarantee.

Size: 40-120 kg

Size: 40-150 kg.

Legend 165 auto harness UV-yellow
art no 1784
Legend 165 SLA auto harness UV-yellow
art no 1794

Legend 165 auto harness red
Legend 165 auto harness black
art no 1786
art no 1785
Legend 165 SLA auto harness red Legend 165 SLA auto harness black
art no 1796
art no 1795

Only SLA models

Legend 305 auto red
art no 2891
Legend 305 man red
art no 2881

Legend 305 auto black
art no 2890
Legend 305 man black
art no 2880

Available with harness

LEGEND 220 HAMMAR
A newly developed model with extra buoyancy and excellent fit. With an airy mesh lining next to
the body as well as detachable crutch strap. Legend 220 is further out on the shoulders and
beyond the neck than many other models. Buoyancy 220N. The Inspection window is fitted so
that you can visually check that the two indicators of the automatic valve are showing green
and that the lifejacket is ready for use. Five year guarantee.
Size: 40-140 kg.

Legend 220 Hammar auto black
art no 2250
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Available with harness
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INFLATABLE LIFEJACKETS COMFORT

INFLATABLE LIFEJACKETS COMFORT

LEGEND 190 AUTO
The newly developed Legend has an airy mesh lining next to the body as well as a detachable
crutch strap. The Legend 190 has a wider neck opening and sits further back away from the
neck compared to other lifejacket models. Buoyancy 190N. The inspection window is fitted so
that you can visually check the two indicators of the automatic valve are showing green and
that the lifejacket is ready for use. Five year guarantee.
Storlek: 40-150 kg.

COMPACT 100 WITH HARNESS
The Compact is a 100N inflatable lifejacket which has a great fit and comfort. It has
the same performance as the traditional foam filled lifejacket. The smaller lung makes
it lighter and more comfortable to wear. An inspection window is fitted so that you can
visually check that the two indicators of the automatic valve are showing green and that
the lifejacket is ready for use. Buoyancy 100N. Detachable crutch strap. The Compact is
the lifejacket that you really want to wear. Five year guarantee.
Size: 30-110 kg.

Legend 190 auto red
art no 1991

Legend 190 auto black
art no 1990

Available with harness
Compact 100 auto sele röd
art nr 1374

LEGEND 165 AUTO
The Legend one of our best-selling lifejackets has an airy mesh lining next to the body as well
as a detachable crutch strap. The Legend 165 has a wider neck opening and sits further back
away from the neck compared to other lifejacket models. Buoyancy 165N. The inspection
window is fitted so that you can visually check the two indicators of the automatic valve are
showing green and that the lifejacket is ready for use. Five year guarantee.

Compact 100 auto sele svart
art nr 1373

COMPACT 100
The Compact is a 100N inflatable lifejacket which has a great fit and comfort. It has the same
performance as the traditional foam filled lifejacket. The smaller lung makes it lighter and more
comfortable to wear. An inspection window is fitted so that you can visually check that the two
indicators of the automatic valve are showing green and that the lifejacket is ready for use.
Buoyancy 100N. Detachable crutch strap. The Compact is the lifejacket that you really want to
wear. Five year guarantee.

Size: 40-120 kg.

Size: 30-110 kg.

Legend 165 auto UV-yellow
art no 1744

Legend 165 auto white
art no 1748
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Legend 165 auto camo
art no 1749

Legend 165 auto royal
art no 1747

Legend 165 auto rozzo
art no 1742

Legend 165 auto pink
art no 1743

Legend 165 auto red
art no 1746

Compact 100 auto grå
art nr 1352

Legend 165 auto black
art no 1745

Available with harness

Compact 100 auto rosa
art nr 1356

Compact 100 auto röd
art nr 1354
Compact 100 man röd
art nr 1344

Compact 100 auto marin
art nr 1350
Compact 100 man marin
art nr 1340

Compact 100 auto rozzo
art nr 1351

Compact 100 auto svart
art nr 1353

Compact 100 auto vit
art nr 1355
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INFLATABLE LIFEJACKETS VERSATILE

INFLATABLELIFEJACKETS / BUOYANCY AIDS iFLOAT

Our versatile lifejackets can be used in almost all circumstances, all models are equipped with a fleece collar, detachable crutch strap,
on most models you have the option of either the quick release buckle or integrated safety harness.

The iFloat is our latest development designed to give maximum freedom and comfort. The inflatable lung is stowed
in a pocket that can be sited anywhere around the waist.To deploy should you require buoyancy, simply pull the iFloat out of the

WINNER 165
This lifejacket is based on our wellknown original Winner model. Strong
outer fabric with detachable crutch
strap. Also available with integrated
safety harness. Buoyancy 165N. Five
year guarantee.
Size: 40-150 kg.

Winner 165 auto black/orange
art no 1851

Winner 165 auto sele black/grey Winner 165 auto sele black/orange
art no 1830
art no 1831

Winner 165 auto navy/red
art no 1852

Winner 165 auto sele navy/red
art no 1832

Winner 165 auto black/grey
art no 1850
Winner 165 man black/grey
art no 1840

Available with harness
iFloat 150 man navy
art no 1697

iFLOAT
The iFloat is inflated via a gas cylinder that is activated by a manual pull-cord. The inflatable
lung and the mouth inflation/deflation tube as well as the manual gas valve are the same as
used in our other inflatable lifejackets. When you fall in the water, pull the iFloat lung out of the
waist pouch, place over your head and pull the manual inflation pull-cord. The gas then inflates
the lung. Recommended for swimmers only. Buoyancy 150N. Five year guarantee.
Size: 60-130 kg.

iFloat 150 man red
art no 1698

WINNER
Our top selling model of lifejacket in a new updated
design. Strong outer fabric and fitted with an detachable
crutch strap. Also available with integrated safety
harness. Buoyancy 165N. Five year guarantee.
Winner auto harness black
art no 1535
Winner man harness black
art no 1525

Winner auto pink
art no 1598
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Winner auto black
art no 1555
Winner man black
art no 1545

Winner auto harness red
art no 1575
Winner man harness red
art no 1565

Winner auto red
art no 1595
Winner man red
art no 1585

iFloat 150 man black
art no 1699

Size: 40-150 kg.
SOFTBAG
iFloat Softbag classifies as a buoyancy aid. A soft and slim design makes it
comfortable to wear. The iFloat is inflated via a gas cylinder that is activated by a
manual pull-cord. The inflatable lung and the mouth inflation/deflation tube as well as
the manual gas valve are the same as used in our other inflatable lifejackets. When
you fall in the water, pull the iFloat lung out of the waist pouch, place over your head
and pull the manual inflation pull-cord. The gas then inflates the lung. Recommended
for swimmers only. Buoyancy 150N. Five year guarantee.
Available with harness

Size: 40-130 kg.

iFloat Softbag 50 black
art no 5990

iFloat Softbag 50 white
art no 5991
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LIFEJACKETS
A lifejacket is designed to aid the wearer to turn onto the
safe back position and support the head so that the airways
are above the surface. Therefore it makes it the obvious
choice for all non-swimmers. All Baltic lifejacket models for
new-born up to and including 15/20 kg are fitted with a wider
crutch strap that can be clicked into two length positions to
ensure a perfect fit. Several models have segmented front
panels so that they contour to the body and give freedom of
movement. A lifejacket has more buoyancy on the front and
less on the back, this ensures the lifejacket turns the wearer
into the safe back position. The collar of the vest has nothing
to do with the actual turning but helps to support the head so
that the airways are above the water.
All our lifejackets are equipped with crutch strap,
retro-reflective patches and a whistle, and are approved to
100N standard.
There is also a model with integrated safety harness for
the little ones, these harnesses are tested and approved
according to EN ISO 12401 and have stainless steel D-rings
for attaching a safety line.
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LIFEJACKETS

LIFEJACKETS

Our lifejackets are thoroughly developed to by margin meet the harsh requirements of the standard.

LIFT HANDLE
& WHISTLE

All the smaller sizes of Baltic lifejackets
are equipped with a lift handle behind the
collar.
A whistle is demanded to classify as a
lifejacket.

RETRO
REFLECTIVES

Retro reflectives and high
visibility exterior are demanded
in the lifejacket standard.

COLLAR
The lifejacket collar supply support for
the head to keep the nose and mouth well
above the water line.

CRUTCH STRAP

The smaller sizes are fitted with twin buckles
for the crutch strap for greater adjustment
possibilities. Beaver tail crutch strap for more
comfort. Applies to sizes up to 15 kg.

TURNING
The front of a lifejacket has greater
buoyancy then the rear, which ensures a
safe turning to the back for the user.

CRUTCH STRAP
All lifejackets are equipped with an
adjustable crutch strap for a safe fit.
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LIFEJACKETS

LIFEJACKETS

BAMBI
Bambi is designed for new born babies up to the weight of 12 kg. The Bambi quickly turns the child
into a safe back position. Extra soft material throughout the vest. Fleece-lined neck. Fitted with
whistle, retro-reflective patches, two position crutch strap and lifting handle on top of the collar.
Buoyancy 38N. Five year guarantee.

SPLIT FRONT
The split front panels give this lifejacket a very
comfortable fit. Features include retro-reflective patches,
whistle and crutch strap. A grab handle under the collar.
Size 3-15 kg has a beaver tail design crutch strap with
twin fastening points. Five year guarantee.

				Size: toddler 3-12 kg.

Split Front pink 3-15 kg
art no 1268
Split Front pink 15-30 kg
art no 1269

Bambi Supersoft pink
art no 1264

Bambi Supersoft UV-yellow
art no 1253

Bambi Supersoft orange
art no 1252

Split Front UV-yellow 3-15 kg
art no 1266
Split Front UV-yellow 15-30 kg
art no 1267

Size: toddler 3-15 kg, child 15-30 kg.

Split Front orange 3-15 kg
art no 1254
Split Front orange 15-30 kg
art no 1244

PRINT
Same model as Split Front with a
marine life print.
PRO SAILOR
Excellent fit due to the smaller tolerance size range. The two
smallest sizes have a beaver tail crutch strap. Size 3-10 kg
has twin fastening points for the best possible fit. Fitted with
retro-reflective patches, whistle and a grab handle under the
collar on the three smallest sizes. Five year guarantee.
Size: toddler 3-10, toddler 10-20, child 15-30 kg.
Applies to art no 1287, 1289 and 1285.

Pro Sailor pink
art no 1289

Print
art no 1255

Pro Sailor UV-yellow
art no 1287

Size: toddler 3-10, toddler 10-20, child 15-30, junior 30-40,
Junior 40-50, M 50-70, L 70-100, XL 100+ kg.
Applies to art no 1284.
Pro Sailor orange
art no 1284

OCEAN HARNESS
A lifejacket for children and juniors with integrated CE approved safety harness with a stainless
steel D-ring front and back for lifeline attachment. Size 3-15 kg has D-ring only at the back.
Fitted with whistle, retro-reflective patches and crutch strap. The smallest size is equipped with
grab handle behind the collar, beaver tail crutch strap and twin fastening points for the best
possible fit. Five years guarantee.

PIRATE
Same model as Pro Sailor with a
pirate print.

Size: toddler 3-15, child 15-30, junior 30-40 kg.

Pirate
art no 1285
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Ocean Harness UV-yellow
art no 1299

With harness
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LIFEJACKETS

SKIPPER
Excellent fit due to the smaller tolerance size
ranges. Features include retro-reflective patches,
whistle and crutch strap. A grab handle under
the collar on sizes 3-10, 10-20 and 15 -30 kg.
Size 3-10 and 10-20 kg have a beaver tail design
crutch strap with twin fastening points.
Five year guarantee..
Size: toddler 3-10, toddler 10-20, child 15-30,
Applies to art no 1280 and 1283

Skipper orange
art no 1280

Size: child 30-40, junior 40-50, M 50-70,
L 70-100, XL 100+ kg.
Applies to art no 1280

99
Updated Skipper with
racing profile.

UPDATE
On the Skipper model the
adjustment string has been
replaced with elastic and
buckle.

99 orange
art no 1283

BALTIC ORIGINAL
The Original has a larger neck opening than Pro Sailor and Skipper. Beaver tail crutch strap on the
smaller sizes. Features include retro-reflective patches, whistle and a grab handle under the collar.
Five year guarantee.
			Size: toddler 3-15, child 15-30 kg.

Baltic Original orange 3-15 kg
art no 1251
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Baltic Original orange 15-30 kg
art no 1240
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SPECIALIST
BYOUANCY
AIDS
If you are water skiing, dinghy sailing or taking part in
any other water sport it is essential to have a buoyancy aid
customized for the activity. The new Elite vest is specially
developed for dinghy racing. A slick buoyancy aid with great
adjustment posibilities for a perfect fit, light weight and
comfortable to wear.
Instead of a zip closure the Watersports has several
robust buckles that adjust to the best possible fit ensuring
that the vest cannot ride up when you are in the water.
The Watersports also has padded side panels to protect
against high impact falls. Also suitable for jetski with handle
on the front for the passanger to hold on to.
Our specialist buoyancy aids are approved to 50N
standard, this means that a buoyancy aid will keep you afloat
with a good margin of safety. A 50N product is suitable for
swimmers and for persons over 25 kg.
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ACTIVE WATERSPORTS

COMPETITION

STINGER
Newly developed buoyancy aid for motorised water sports. Strong handles on the chest for
the passenger to hold on to. Reflectives on the shoulders. Outside zipped pocket. Five year
guarantee.

ADJUSTABLE
Adjustable shoulder straps gives this
vest the best possible fit. Buckles and
straps are covered in flexible neopren
for comfort.

Size: S 30-50, M 50-70, L 70-90, XL 90+ kg.

OVER THE HEAD
The vest is rou on over the head and
therefor has no bulky zips and buckles
or strings.
Stinger blue/black
art no 5735

Stinger red/black
art no 5734

Stinger black
art no 5733

WATERSPORTS
A rugged buoyancy aid designed to give the wearer impact protection. Strong handles on the
chest for the passenger to hold on to. Four waist bands. High volume of buoyancy to aid in ski
water starts. Five year guarantee.

POCKET
Zipped pocket on the front with
with eyelets for draining.

Size: XS 30-40, S 40-50, M 50-70, M/L 70-80, L 80-90, XL 90+ kg.

WAIST BAND

Watersports UV-yellow/black
art no 5148

Watersports blue/black
art no 5149

Adjustable waist band. Velcro
instead of buckle makes the vest
easy to adjust. Optional crutch strap
can be fitted to all sizes.

Watersports black
art no 5147

ELITE
The ultimate dinghy racing buoyancy aid, devfeloped from our very popular Dinghy Pro. An
”over the head” model without bulky zips or bucklas. Adjustable shoulder straps gives the
best possible fiton this vest where comfort and user experience is key. Zipped pocket and
detachable crutch strap. Five year guarantee.
Size: XS 25-40, S 40-50, M 50-70, L 70-90, XL 90-120 kg.

Elite black
art no 5760
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COMPETITION

OUTBACK

DINGHY PRO
Special dinghy racing buoyancy aid. Used by a numerous national teams in World Cup Optimist
racing. Zipped front pocket. Extra soft foam makes it the dinghy sailors favourite buoyancy aid.
Waistband has Velcro adjustment Over the head with side entry. Optional crutch strap can be
fitted to the two smallest sizes. Five year guarantee.

ADVENTURE
Perfect buoyancy aid for fishing and wildlife exploration. Three zipped
pockets. Two large mesh pockets on the back. Multi point attachment
fitting and retro-reflective patches on the shoulders. Five year
guarantee.

Size: S 30-50, M 50-70, L 70-90, XL 90+ kg.

Dinghy Pro grey/pink
art no 5708

Dinghy Pro UV-yellow/red
art no 5707

Size: S 30-50, M 50-70, L 70-90, XL 90+ kg.

Dinghy Pro black/grey
art no 5701

Dinghy Pro red/navy/white
art no 5706

Dinghy Pro black/red
art no 5702

Adventure black
art no 5350

Adventure camo
art no 5351

FLYFISHER
Special lifejacket for fly fishing. Shorter cut than our other inflatable
lifejackets for wading. Velcro patch to attach flies. Also available with
manual gas inflation. Buoyancy 165N. Five year guarantee.
Size: 40-150 kg.

Flyfisher auto green
art no 1583
Flyfisher man green
art no 1582

RADIAL
A general purpose childrens and adults buoyancy aid. Elasticated sides and webbing adjustments
for secure fit. Comfortable and easy to wear for water achtivities. Crutch strap on smaller sizes.
Five year guarantee.
					Size: barn 25-40, junior 40-50, S/M 50-70,
			
		
L/XL 70+ kg.

Radial UV-yellow
art no 5421
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Radial black
art no 5422

Radial red
art no 5420

OUTDOOR
Special buoyancy aid for fishing. Three large zipped outer pockets. Attachment
hook for equipment e.g landing net. Five year guarantee.
Size: S 30-50, M 50-70, L 70-90, XL 90+ kg.

Outdoor green
art no 5312
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PADDLING

PADDLING

HI-VIS PRO
A perfect buoyancy aid for kayaking. High visibility thanks to the fabric colours as well as front and back retro-reflective patches. Zipped chest pocket.
Fitted with attachment points for optional crutch strap. Five year guarantee.

CANOE
Classic robustly made and designed paddler buoyancy aid. Especially suitable
for hire use. Net pocket on the chest. Crutch strap. Reinforcement tape
over the shoulders. Five year guarantee.

Size: S 30-50, M 50-70, L 70-90, XL 90+ kg.

Size: One size 40+ kg.

HI-VIS Pro UV-yellow/grey
art no 5720

HI-VIS Pro orange/grey
art no 5721
Canoe UV-yellow/navy
art no 5518

Canoe red/navy
art no 5517

X3
A buoyancy aid specifically designed for paddling. Multiple adjustment options.
Zipped pocket. Five year guarantee.
CANOE HYDRO
Back pocket designed to hold a hydration bottle. D-rings on the shoulders to
retain the hydration tube and to attach hat, sunglasses etc. Deep pocket on
the chest. Crutch strap. Other design features are the same as the Canoe
model. Five year guarantee.

Size: S 30-50, M 50-70, L 70-90, XL 90+ kg.

Size: One size 40+ kg.

X3 UV-yellow/black
art no 5125

X3 red/white/black
art no 5124

PADDLER
Comfortable buoyancy aid with elasticated shoulders straps and a generous
sized head opening for easy donning. Chest pocket. Five year guarantee.
Size: S 30-50, M 50-70, L 70-90, XL 90+ kg.

Paddler red/navy
art no 5614
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Canoe Hydro orange/navy
art no 5600

Back pocket designed to hold a hydration bottle, D-rings on the shoulders to
retain the hydration tube.

Paddler UV-yellow/black
art no 5613
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FUNCTION

HYBRIDS

SAR
Special buoyancy aid for tough conditions. Developed in conjunction with the Swedish
Sea Rescue Society. Integrated CE approved safety harness. Two outer pockets and
two net pockets for whistle and knife. Two attachment points for VHF or emergency
lights on the shoulders. Retro- reflective on the front, back and shoulders.Twin thigh
straps. Five year guarantee.

Hybrids gives the best of both worlds, positive foam buoyancy of 55 Newton with an additional manual
or automatic inflatable lung to provide an extra 165 Newton of buoyancy.
HYBRID 220
A closed cell foam inherent buoyancy aid and inflatable lifejacket combination
with an integrated safety harness approved according to EN/ISO 12401. The
combined buoyancy of the inflated lung and buoyancy aid is 220N with the
lung having a buoyancy of 165N. Other features include two zipped pockets,
twin thigh strap and an inspection window fitted so that you can visually
check the status indicators of the automatic or manual valve are showing
green. Available with manual or automatic gas inflation. Five year guarantee.

Size: One size 40+ kg.

Size: 60-120 kg.

SAR red
art no 5516

Hybrid 220 auto black
art no 1710
Hybrid 220 man black
art no 1700

PILOT
Pilot has integrated safety harness and twin thigh straps. Handles incorporated
into the shoulder straps. Attachment points for VHF, knife etc. Two fleece lined
pockets. Hi-Vis due to the numerous retro-reflective patches front and back.
Five year guarantee.

Hybrid 220 auto red
art no 1711
Hybrid 220 man red
art no 1701

HP 220
Similar features as the Hybrid 220 but without the integrated
safety harness. Holder for an identity card on the left chest.
Five year guarantee.

Size: M 50-70, L 70-90, XL 90+ kg.
Storlek: 60-120 kg.

Pilot red
art no 5513

HP 220 auto black
art no 1730

HP 220 auto red
art no 1731

OFFSHORE
Buoyancy aid with integrated CE approved harness. Two fleece lined outer
pockets and retro-reflective patches on the shoulders. Crutch strap. Five
year guarantee.
Size: XS 30-40, S 40-50, M 50-70, L 70-90, XL 90+ kg.

Offshore UV-yellow/black
art no 5110
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Offshore rozzo/black
art no 5511
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ALL PURPOSE
BUOYANCY
AIDS
An all-round buoyancy aid designed to suit general boating
activities on or near water. When selecting an all-purpose
vest the two most important parameters are fit and design, it
should fit comfortably to suit your specific needs.
All-round buoyancy aids are approved to the 50N
standard, this means that a buoyancy aid will keep you afloat
with a good margin of safety. 50N products are suitable for
swimmers and for persons over 25 kg.
For all our buoyancy aid models that have a waistband
there is a retro-fit crutch strap available as an accessory, this
when fitted prevents the buoyancy aid riding up in the water,
making it easier to swim. A lot of kids have fun swimming with
a buoyancy aid and the crutch strap ensures it does not slide
up over the arms.
What distinguishes the different models besides colour
is the design and cut, some models have segmented panels,
allowing the buoyancy aid to follow the contours in your body,
providing a better and more comfortable fit. Other models
have zipped pockets for storage of keys or personal effects.
When selecting any of our products one should bear in
mind that the most important feature is the fit. The weight
range on the jacket label is only an indication, so if your weight
is say 75 kg but a vest that is 50-70 kg is the better fit, then
that it is the one to select. An oversized buoyancy aid will
possibly ride up in the water and impair your
swimming capabilities.
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ALL PURPOSE BUOYANCY AIDS
SUPER SOFT II
Super-soft floatation material with multi-panels and elasticated fabric side panels ensure an excellent
fit. Two zipped outer pockets. Secured with front zip, waistband and bottom ties. Five year guarantee.
Size: S 30-50, M 50-70, L 70-90, XL 90+ kg.

Super Soft II orange
art no 5854

Super Soft II white
art no 5855

Super Soft II navy
art no 5856

Super Soft II black
art no 5853

MISTRAL
Built on our Super Soft II model but with a slightly simpler design. Outside zip pocket.
Front zip fastening with waistband and bottom tie. Five year guarantee.
Size: S 30-50, M 50-70, L 70-90, XL 90+ kg.

Mistral grey
art no 5865

Mistral pink
art no 5867

Mistral blue
art no 5866

Mistral yellow
art no 5868

AXENT
Axent is a slightly longer buoyancy aid with separate front panels. With outside zip pocket.
Front zip and adjustable waistband. Five year guarantee.
Size: child 25-40, junior 40-50, S/M 50-70, L/XL 70+ kg.

Axent red
art no 5811
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Axent white
art no 5813

Axent UV-yellow
art no 5815

Axent black
art no 5814
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ALL PURPOSE BUOYANCY AIDS

ALLPURPOSE BUOYANCY AIDS

GENUA
A slightly shorter fitting buoyancy aid that does not ride up when sitting down. Split front panels
make it very comfortable. An outside zipped pocket. Fastened with a front zip and waistband. Genua
is equally suitable for dinghy sailing and paddling as for general boating. Five year guarantee.

TRIM
Having the floatation material in multiple panels provides the Trim with a high degree of
comfort and fit. Front zip and adjustable waistband.Five year guarantee.
Size: S 30-50, M 50-70, L 70-90, XL 90+ kg.

Size: XS 25–40, S 40-50, M 50-70, L 70-90, XL 90+ kg.

Genua UV-yellow/navy
art no 5821

Genua red/navy
art no 5826

Genua white/pink
art no 5822

Genua white/turquoise
art no 5823

Genua black
art no 5825

Trim black/red
art no 5843

Trim UV-yellow/black
art no 5844

MARINER
The Mariner is based on our model Genua but with a slightly simplified design but keeps
the split front panels. Zipped outside pocket. Front zip fastening with waistband and
bottom tie. Five year guarantee.

Trim grey/black
art no 5840

AQUA PRO
Comfortable all-round buoyancy aid. The Aqua Pro has a front zip fastening with waistband, bottom
and top tie. Five year guarantee.
Size: S 30-50, M 50-70, L 70-90, XL 90+ kg.

Size: S 30-50, M 50-70, L 70-90, XL 90+ kg.

Mariner red
art no 5637

Mariner navy
art no 5638

Mariner white
art no 5639

Aqua Pro red
art no 5801

Aqua Pro black
art no 5802

Aqua Pro UV-yellow
art no 5803

AQUA
An entry level general purpose buoyancy aid. Neck tie, waistband and bottom tie.
Five year guarantee.
Size: S 30-50, M 50-70, L 70-90, XL 90+ kg.

Aqua pink
art no 5620
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Aqua red
art no 5319

Aqua navy
art no 5617

Aqua UV-yellow
art no 5116

Aqua blue
art no 5315
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FLOTATION
CLOTHING
The Floatation clothing range are buoyancy aids that
are designed to be used and worn as conventional clothing.
Jackets and gilets in various models are tested and are
approved to the 50N standard, this means that a buoyancy
aid will keep you afloat with a good margin of safety. 50N
products are suitable for swimmers.
The vests in the gilet style are suitable to wear on the
water as well as near the water, with practical outside and
inside pockets. The Top Float is designed for recreational use
and features ventilation zips under the arms for cooling in
warm conditions.
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FLOTATION CLOTHING

Sandhamn red
art no 5942

FLOTATION CLOTHING

SANDHAMN
Buoyancy aid in a classic gilet style. Three zipped outer pockets. Approved according to the
same standard as a 50N buoyancy aid. Detachable crutch strap and microfleece collar. Two year
guarantee.

SURF & TURF TREND
Buoyancy aid in a design after a traditional down vest. Fleece-lined collar. Inner pocket and
two outside zipped pockets. Approved according to the same standard as a 50 N buoyancy
aid. Detachable crutch strap. Also available in women’s size. Two year guarantee.

Size: S 60-70, M 70-80, L 80-90, XL 90-100, XXL 100+ kg

Size male: XS 50-60, S 60-70, M 70-80, L 80-90, XL 90-100, XXL 100+ kg
Size female: S 50-60, M 60-70, L 70-80, XL 80-90 kg.

Sandhamn white
art no 5941

Sandhamn black
art no 5940

Surf & Turf white/navy male
art no 5565
Surf & Turf white/navy female
art no 5555

Surf & Turf black male
art no 5564

Surf & Turf white/turquoise
female
art no 5659

Surf & Turf red/navy male
art no 5668
Surf & Turf red/navy female
art no 5658

Surf & Turf grey/black male
art no 5567

SURF & TURF JUNIOR
Buoyancy aid designed after a traditional down vest. Warm, practical
and stylish. The Surf and Turf Junior is approved according to the same
standard as a 50N buoyancy aid. Features include two zip pockets and
crutch strap. Suitable for swimmers only. Two year guarantee.
Size: child 25-40 kg, junior 40-50 kg

FLIPPER
Reversible buoyancy aid. With the front and back panels formed from pockets of buoyant
foam. Two zipped front pockets. Approved according to the same standard as a 50N
buoyancy aid. Two year guarantee.
Storlek: XS 50-60, S 60-70, M 70-80, L 80-90, XL 90-100, XXL 100+ kg

Flipper black/blue
art no 6830
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Flipper navy/red
art no 6832

Flipper white/pink
art no 6831

Flipper black/UV-yellow
art no 6833

Surf & Turf Junior black
art no 5370

Surf & Turf Junior red
art no 5371
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FLOTATION CLOTHING

FLOTATION SUITS

TOP FLOAT
Slim and smooth buoyant jacket with two zipped outer pockets. Fleece-lined collar. Adjustable hood
in UV yellow. Detachable crutch strap. Ventilation zips under the arms for cooling in warm conditions. Approved according to the same standard as a 50N buoyancy aid. Two year guarantee.
Size: S 60-70, M 70-80, L 80-90, XL 90-100, XXL 100+ kg.

A floatation suit is a safe and practical choice for going out on the sea when it’s cold or if you are venturing out on the ice. Floatation suits are
manufactured with wind and waterproof outer material with taped seams. The sleeves have an inner PU cuff that tightens to avoid water ingress and an
outer cuff that can be tightened over gloves. At the bottom of the legs there is an outer tightening strap with no inner cuff to allow trapped air to escape
if you fall in the water head first. For when you leave the water there are mesh drains in the leg lining. All models have adjustable internal braces, multiple
fleece-lined outside pockets, inside pocket, lined hood and a comfortable lining. Apart from protection against hypothermia our floatation suits also
protects against the first cold shock you get when you fall in cold water.

AMAROK / POLARIS / HI-VIS
Soft and comfortable floatation suit. Fully waterproof with taped seams.
Four outer pockets and two fleece-lined outside pockets. Internal braces.
Approved according to the same standard as a buoyancy aid. Remains soft
and comfortable to wear at very low temperatures. Buoyancy: 80N. Two year
guarantee.

Floatation suits besides being tested to 50N standard are also
tested and approved to EN ISO 15027 for thermal protection.
This requires test subjects in floatation suits to be immersed in
water at 10 degrees Celsius for two hours, during this period
they must not lose more than two degrees in body temperature.
The test subjects in Baltic floatation suits temperature loss
averaged 1.1 degrees.

Size: XS 50-60, S 60-70, M 70-80, L 80-90, XL 90-100, XXL 100+,
XXXL 100++ kg
Size child: child 25-30, child 30-40, junior 40-50 kg
Top Float red
art no 5052

Top Float blue
art no 5053

Top Float white
art no 5051

Top Float black
art no 5050

HIGH TOP TROUSERS
Soft and comfortable lined high top waterproof trousers. 100 % waterproof
with taped seams. Four outer pockets, two of which have warm fleece lining.
N.B. There are no buoyant properties in these trousers. Two year guarantee.
Size: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL.

Polaris unisex black
art no 5790

High top trousers black
art no 5170

Amarok unisex black/red
art no 5798
Child/Junior black/red
art no 5799

Hi-Vis is equipped with pockets
on the knees to add cushioning.
Approved to high visibility
workwear standard EN 20471.

Hi-Vis unisex black/UV-yellow
art no 5791

Amarok unisex red/black
art no 5792
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SAFETY LINES & HARNESSES
All our harnesses and safety lines are approved according to EN/ISO 12401. The harnesses are made from UV-stabilized polyester,
and safety lines from polyamid. Hooks are stainless steel. Five year guarantee.

2-hook safety line length 1 m
art no 0108

2-hook safety line length 2 m
art no 0115

3-hook safety line length 2 m
art no 0120

3-hook symmetric safety line length 2 m
art nr 0119

1-hook elasticated safety line with loop length 2 m
art no 0109

2-hook elasticated safety line length 2 m
art no 0107

2-hook elasticated safety line with loop length 2 m
art no 0112

3-hook elasticated safety line length 2 m
art no 0106

Supreme 1-hook elasticated safety line with loop
length 2 m
art no 0131

Supreme 3-hook elasticated safety line
length 2 m
art no 0133

SUPREME SAFETY LINE
Supreme safety line, featuring our new performance hook.
Elasticated UV Stabilised Polyamid webbing with a Aluminium
mountaineering quality hook. Simple to operate one handed and both
light and strong. Tested and approved according to EN/ISO 12401
and approved for international yacht sailing by World Sailing OSR. A
very exclusive and safe three- and one hook line.

OTHER
PRODUCTS
High quality spare parts and accessories are key to
keeping your lifejacket a high performance product. All our
spare parts are tested and approved to do just that. Several
of our accessories are approved for international yacht sailing
in accordance with World Sailing OSR regulations.
Buoys and safety lines are obvious accesories on a
well equipped boat, and if your dogs are coming there is a
lifejacket for them as well.
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Safety harness adult
art no 0104

Safety harness junior 20-50 kg
art no 0125

Safety harness child 3-20 kg
art no 0124

Jackstay adjustable up to 12 m
art no 0102
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LIFEBUOYS & M.O.B. SYSTEMS

ACCESSORIES & SPARE PARTS

We have different models of lifebuoys for different purposes.
Swedebuoy and Rescue Sling are stored to be released into the water and trawled around the distressed person who grabs the floating line.
The crew can then pull the distressed to the boat and use the Swedebuoy/Rescue Sling to help them back on board.
The horseshoe combination is for use in calmer environments, for example, in cases of overboard near land or in port.

CO2

SWEDBUOY

Swedbuoy man overboard
recovery system navy
art no 9593
Spare cover art no 9594

Swedbuoy man overboard
recovery system yellow
art no 9590
Spare cover art no 9591

Swedbuoy man overboard
recovery system black
art no 9597
Spare cover art no 9598

10 g cylinder
with safety indicators
art no 2410

16 g cylinder
with safety indicators
art no 2416

45 g Hammar
rearming kit
art no 2456

Baltic LifeSaver
rearming kit
art no 2565

20 g cylinder
art no 2420

33 g cylinder
with safety indicators
art no 2433

38 g cylinder
with safety indicators
art no 2438

45 g cylinder
art no 2445

Light M.E.D./SOLAS
art no 2401

Radio pocket
art no 2513

Crutch strap kit 30 mm
art no 2510

Crutch strap kit Dinghy Pro
fits sizes
XS 25-40 kg /
S 40-50 kg
art no 2511

60 g cylinder
with safety indicators
art no 2460

Swedbuoy man overboard
recovery system white
Spare cover art no 9596

RESCUE SLING

38 m line
approved for international
yacht sailing by World
Sailing OSR

Baltic Rescue Sling black
art no 9607
Spare cover art no 9617

Baltic Rescue Sling navy
art no 9605
Spare cover art no 9615

Baltic Rescue Sling yellow
art no 9606
Spare cover art no 9616

ACCESSORIES

Baltic Rescue Sling OSR black
art no 9627
Spare cover art no 9617

HORSESHOE BUOY
Sprayhood
fits all Baltic
inflatable lifejackets
art no 2516

SPARE PARTS

Baltic Horseshoe buoy yellow
art no 8562
Spare cover art no 9572

Baltic Horseshoe buoy red
art no 8563
Spare cover art no 9573

Baltic Horseshoe buoy white
art no 8560
Spare cover art no 9570

Holder Baltic Horseshoe buoy
art no 8902

CERTIFIED
ISO 9001
Quality management systems

ISO 9001Certified
Manufacturer of M.E.D./SOLAS
approved products

BALTIC LIFESAVER
The Baltic Lifesaver is an automatically inflatable horseshoe
buoy. The compact design and easy deployment makes it
suitable for many applications afloat and ashore.

Capsule United Moulders
art no 2407

Cartridge United Moulders
art no 2520

Bobbin Halkey Roberts
art no 2406

Whistle
art no 2508

Retro reflective kit
art no 2507

HEAD OFFICE Baltic Safety Products AB • Box 60, S-545 02 Älgarås, Sweden
Tel +46 506 369 90 • info@baltic.se • www.baltic.se
Baltic LifeSaver
art no 8565
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Holder Baltic LifeSaver
art no 8903

Baltic Safety Products UK Ltd • 7 Compass Point • Ensign Way, Hamble • Hampshire S031 4RA, United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0)23 8045 7272 • sales@baltic-uk.com • www.baltic.se
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PET BUOYANCY AIDS

Pluta blue
art no 0412

PET BUOYANCY AIDS

Pluto orange
art no 0410

Zorro red
art no 0441

PLUTO
Pluto is our entry level dog buoyancy aid, with a lifting handle and retro-reflective
patches at the back. With webbing under straps with fasteners. D-ring for leash
attachment.
Size: XS 0-3, S 3-8, M 8-15, L 15-40, XL 40+, XXL 40++ kg
Pluto pink
art no 0413

Mascot UV-yellow/black
art no 0433

Mascot pink/black
art no 0432

Mascot green/black
art no 0431

Zorro UV-yellow
art no 0440

Size 1
Size 2
Size 3
Size 4

XS 2-5 kg
S 5-10 kg
M 10-25 kg
L 25+ kg

Length 26 cm
Length 28 cm
Length 36 cm
Length 38 cm

Neck 27 cm
Neck 39 cm
Neck 56 cm
Neck 72 cm

Waist 40-54 cm
Waist 50-62 cm
Waist 65-94 cm
Waist 73-110 cm

DOG VEST SPECIAL
Professional dog buoyancy aid used for especially for hydrotherapy. Extra
soft floatation material, rapid adjusting clip fixing straps. Pockets on the
sides, with a lifting handle and retro-reflective patches at the back, D-rings
for attachment of control lines.

MASCOT
A well cut dog buoyancy aid with a lifting handle and retro-reflective patches
at the back. Wide under-straps with easy to adjust clip fasteners. D-ring for
leash attachment.
Size: XS 0-3, S 3-8, M 8-15, L 15-40, XL 40+, XXL 40++ kg

ZORRO
Newly developed dog buoyancy aid with extra foam panel on the stomach
that also protects against chafe from the webbing. The entrance / closure by
way of a zip along the entire back. With a lifting handle and retro-reflective
patches on the top. Strap with fasteners. D-ring for leash attachment.

Size: S 0-8, M 8-15, L 15-40, XL 40+, XXL 40++ kg
Mascot rozzo/black
art nr 0430

Dog vest Special UV-yellow/black
art no 0420

CAT VEST MAJA
A buoyancy aid specially designed for cats, with a lifting handle and retroreflective patches at the back. D-ring for leash attachment.
Size 1
Size 2
Size 3

S 0-3 kg
M 3-7 kg		
L 7-10 kg

Neck 18-25 cm
Neck 21-28 cm
Neck 24-34 cm

Waist -36 cm
Waist 30-48 cm
Waist 40-57 cm

Cat vest Maja UV-yellow/black
art no 0473
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PRODUCT RANGE
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www.baltic.se

